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Introduction

Sequences of natural macromolecules are very different from random polymers, most strikingly in the numerous interspersed “simple” sequence regions that have significant biases in amino acid or nucleotide composition. From systematic analyses that use a conservative definition of significant bias, such regions account for approximately one-quarter of the amino acids in current sequence databases. These include segments usually described by terms like glutamine-rich or glycine–arginine-rich, and also more weakly repetitive nonglobular domains. More than one-half of the proteins have at least one such region. Genomic DNA sequences are considerably more variegated than amino acid sequences, exhibiting many types of bias in different functional subclasses of sequences.

Collectively, these regions exhibit a very broad range of compositional properties and lengths, and most of them have unknown structures, dynamics, and interactions. Unprecedented classes keep on appearing in new genomic sequences and their coding sequence translations. The sequence simplicity varies from extreme, as in homopolymeric tracts, to very subtle as in some nonglobular domains of proteins. Locally abundant residues may be contiguous or loosely clustered, irregularly spaced or periodic. They tend to evolve rapidly, reflecting mutational processes such as replication slippage, unequal crossing-over, and biased nucleotide substitution. The relative roles of functional selection and mutational drive are generally unknown.

Therefore, lacking a consistent conceptual framework based on structure and evolution, computer analysis of low-complexity regions presents very different challenges than pairwise or multiple sequence alignment. In most cases it does not make sense from either structural or mutational
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viewpoints to attempt to align low-complexity sequences position by position. Instead, general methods are required to explore and analyze non-random compositional heterogeneity in sequence databases. We have developed algorithms for these purposes, which are implemented in the well-tested SEG family of programs.\textsuperscript{1,2} We provide here a practical guide to using these programs, and also a brief outline of their basic, but relatively unfamiliar, underlying principles.

Programs SEG and PSEG are tuned for amino acid sequences and NSEG for nucleotide sequences. The programs can be applied to either (1) individual sequences, including whole chromosomes if appropriate, or (2) entire sequence databases. The low-complexity regions can be defined for further study in their own right,\textsuperscript{2,4} or, alternatively, can be masked from query sequences for sequence similarity searches in order to focus attention on alignments of high-complexity regions.\textsuperscript{5}

The SEG philosophy is to use unbiased inference in an exploratory spirit. A sequence or database is treated initially as a heterogeneous mixture with unknown statistical properties, and then attempts may be made to infer these properties. An initial assumption of equal uniform probabilities for the appearance of residues places all possible low-complexity segments on an equal footing. For example, polypeptide segments rich in generally common amino acids such as leucine and alanine are treated as no more or no less surprising than segments rich in histidine, methionine, or tryptophan. This approach is justified by the results: in current databases, clusters of leucine are relatively rare, whereas segments rich in, for example, histidine or methionine are relatively abundant.

Having identified low-complexity regions at a given level of significance, we would then like to answer questions like, What does the segment resemble, and do any similar segments have known functions? This research requires database-oriented methods for segment comparison and classification, based on compositional attributes. These methods are under development\textsuperscript{6} and are omitted from this chapter, as is a large body of relevant and fascinating mathematical theory, much of which has been reviewed by Konopka\textsuperscript{7} under the name Biomolecular Cryptology. At the time of writing, only a few of these possible theoretical approaches have been implemented in robust software that is generally available via Internet. In addition to

the SEG family, these include SAPS,8 XNU,9 PYTHIA,10 and SIMPLE34.11
A comparative review of these and other methods has been published sepa-

Definitions

The SEG programs use general measures1,3,13 of the combinatorial com-

plexity of sequences and their compositions. Terms like “low-complexity”
and “local compositional complexity” are used here only in this specific
sense, distinct from the complexity theory of physicists, from algorithmic
complexity, and from sequence complexity of classical reassociation kinetic
experiments. We try to avoid the terms “entropy” and “information con-

tent” which have suffered from inconsistent usage in the biological liter-

ature.

Compositional complexity is based only on residue composition, regard-

less of the patterns or periodicity of sequence repetitiveness. This contrasts
with some alternative methods11,14,15 that use counts of k-grams (k-letter
words; e.g., TAGG is a 4-gram) to define residue patterns and clustering.
Complexity, pattern, and periodicity are distinct abstract attributes of sim-
ple sequences. For example, the following sequences have identical (low)
compositional complexity because of their identical compositions (A₇T₈),
but differ in patterns and periodicity:

TATATAAATTTAATTTAATTTAATTTAATAA has notable k-gram patterns (TAA, AAT, and
TAAT) but these are irregularly spaced and do not show periodicity
TATATATATATATATA has periodicity, modulo-2, and hence significant
k-gram patterns as a consequence

In the SEG programs, the complexity state of a sequence or subsequence
is represented by a list of numbers, a complexity state vector,1,3,13,16 which
summarizes the composition. For example, a 5-nucleotide window has six
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possible complexity state vectors. In order of increasing compositional complexity, these are \{5,0,0,0\}, \{4,1,0,0\}, \{3,2,0,0\}, \{3,1,1,0\}, \{2,2,1,0\}, and \{2,1,1,1\}. These vectors are ranked lists of the numbers of each nucleotide, irrespective of which letter corresponds to each number. The complexity state \{3,1,1,0\}, for example, has 12 different possible compositions, which include \( (T_3,C,A) \) and \( (G_3,T,C) \). Each of these compositions has 20 possible sequences, or permutations, of the letters in the composition.

Each complexity state has the same number of sequences per composition. The possibility of 20 sequences per composition makes \{3,1,1,0\} a more complex state than, for example, \{3,2,0,0\} which has only 10 possible sequences per composition. The theoretical number of complexity state vectors, which is computable from well-established principles of number theory, becomes very large at longer windows.\(^1\) For example, an amino acid window of length 40 generates 35,251 complexity states and a rounded total of \( 1.1 \times 10^{52} \) sequences.

Methods

We first describe the SEG program and its various applications in analyzing interspersed low-complexity amino acid sequences. Then we consider additional methods implemented in PSEG and NSEG to analyze periodic compositional complexity and nucleotide sequences.

Segment Representation

Low-complexity segments in natural protein sequences are most commonly interspersed, so that compositional bias may be considered to be a local property of contiguous residues.\(^1\) These local contrasts in complexity may be represented by optimized segments, that is, nonoverlapping subsequences with precise boundaries that are defined as either high complexity or low complexity. The number of such segments and their lengths are determined automatically by the optimization algorithm in SEG, subject to parameters (which may be user-specified) that control the granularity and stringency of segmentation.

The optimized segments produced by SEG are represented, in either human-readable or machine-readable forms, as digitized text strings, together with their sequence position coordinates and other data. This approach is distinct from graphical methods such as dot-matrix plots or complexity profiles, which also have their uses in representing compositional bias (see below) but are not readily applied to large sequence databases. SEG can analyze sequences of any length, and also entire sequence databases. The segmented sequence strings, or their sequence identifiers and
coordinates, may be used as input for further computer analysis or stored as a specialized minidatabase.

Using SEG Program

The SEG program is run from a UNIX command line that specifies the input file. This file is an amino acid sequence, formatted as for the FASTA\textsuperscript{17} or BLAST\textsuperscript{18} programs, or a database file containing many such sequences. Using the example of the human prion protein (file "prion," Fig. 1A), the minimal command line for SEG is "seg prion" or, to direct the standard output to a file, "seg prion > prion.segout." This command implies the default parameters and options, as discussed below. The program runs in less than a second on typical UNIX workstations with sequences of up to approximately 1000 amino acids.

The default output is tree form (Fig. 1B), which is designed to be human-readable and to focus attention on segments of interest. Regions of contrasting complexity are displayed on the two sides of a central column of residue numbers, with low-complexity segments in lowercase letters on the left-hand side and high-complexity segments in uppercase letters on the right. The sequences of all segments read from left to right, and their position in the sequence is ordered top to bottom, as the residue numbers indicate. The sequence identifiers and definition line are also presented.

Some options of SEG give forms of output that are designed primarily for input to other computer programs. Commonly used examples are shown in Fig. 1C,D; a complete list of options is given in the documentation file available with the source code (see section on Availability below). The "-x" option (Fig. 1C) produces a masked FASTA-formatted file, ready for input as a query sequence for database search programs such as BLAST or FASTA. The amino acids in low-complexity regions are replaced with "x" characters. This option is implemented as a filter in the BLAST series of programs when the "-filter seg" option is specified.\textsuperscript{19} Masking removes the potential confusion caused by low-complexity segments in database search methods such as BLAST or FASTA. Compositional bias is not encompassed by the random model used in these methods to evaluate local alignment statistics, and it can result in spuriously high scores and overwhelmingly large output lists.\textsuperscript{5} One essential application of masking


\textsuperscript{19} T. L. Madden, R. L. Tatusov, and J. Zhang, this volume [9].
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(A) Input File (FASTA Format)

>PRIO_HUMAN MAJOR PRION PROTEIN PRECURSOR (PRP) (PRP27-30) (PRP33-35C).
MANLGCMVLFVATWSDLGLCKKRPKPGGWNTGGSRYPGQGSPGGNRYPPQQGQGQWQG
HQQGGQGPHQGGQGQPHQGGQGQPHQGGQGQPHQGGQGQPHQGGQGQPHQGGQGQ
THSQMHPKPSKPMKHMAGAAAAGAVVGGLGGMGSAM
VQGGLGCMGMTSAMSRIPIIHFSYDREDYYREMHRPNQVYYRPMDYESNGNPNNVHDC
VNTIKHQHTVTITKGEHNFETEDVHMMERVVEQMCITQYERESQAAYQYRGSSMVLFS3P
V
ILLISFILFIVG

(B) seg prion

>PRIO_HUMAN MAJOR PRION PROTEIN PRECURSOR (PRP) (PRP27-30) (PRP33-35C).
MANLGCMVLFVATWSDLGLCKKRPKPGGWNTGGSRYPGQGSPGGNRY1-49
ppqggggwqphhggwqghggwqphgghgwqphhgggwqphhgggwqphhgg
50-94
agaaaaagavvgglgymgsams95-112
RPIIHFSYDREDYYREMHRPNQVYYRP113-135
MDEYSNQNYPNNFVHDCVNTIKH
136-187
tvttttkgenftet188-201
202-236
237-252
253-253

(C) seg prion -x

>PRIO_HUMAN MAJOR PRION PROTEIN PRECURSOR (PRP) (PRP27-30) (PRP33-35C).
MANLGCMVLFVATWSDLGLCKKRPKPGGWNTGGSRYPGQGSPGGNRYppqggggwqphhggwqghggwqphgghgwqphhgggwqphhgggwqphhgggwqphhgg
agaaaaagavvgglgymgsams
RPIIHFSYDREDYYREMHRPNQVYYRP
MDEYSNQNYPNNFVHDCVNTIKH
tvttttkgenftet

(D) seg prion -i

>PRIO_HUMAN(50-94) complexity=1.92 (12/2.20/2.50)
ppqggggwqphhggwqghggwqphgghgwqphhgggwqphhgggwqphhgggwqphhgg
>PRIO_HUMAN(113-135) complexity=2.47 (12/2.20/2.50)
agaaaaagavvgglgymgsams
>PRIO_HUMAN(188-201) complexity=2.26 (12/2.20/2.50)
tvttttkgenftet
>PRIO_HUMAN(237-252) complexity=2.50 (12/2.20/2.50)

FIG. 1. SEG input and outputs. The sequence is the unprocessed human prion protein, SWISS-PROT accession number P04156, name PRIO_HUMAN [H. A. Kretzschmar, L. E. Stowring, D. Westaway, W. H. Stubblebine, S. B. Prusiner, and S. J. Dearmond, DNA 5, 315 (1986)]. (A) FASTA-formatted input file. (B, C, and D) Different forms of output given by the command lines shown and described in the text. The structural and functional significance of the low-complexity segments of the prion protein is unknown.
has been for the database–database comparisons used to precompute neighbors for the Entrez retrieval system.\(^\text{20}\)

Some SEG output options write the optimized segments as a multisequence, FASTA-formatted "minidatabase" file, suitable for a wide range of further computer analyses. These may contain only the low-complexity segments ("-l" option, Fig. 1D) or only high-complexity segments ("-h" option), or both ("-a" option). Each segment is a separate sequence entry with an informative header line. Complexity data \(K_2\) in units of bits, see below) and other program parameters are included in the header line. The "-l" option is particularly useful for research on the low-complexity segments of whole sequence databases such as SWISS-PROT.\(^\text{21}\) The SEG outputs from the "-l" option at different stringencies then become input for further searches, classification, and statistical analyses.\(^\text{2,4,6}\)

Parameters

The number of low-complexity segments and their lengths are determined automatically by the optimization algorithm in SEG. However, the granularity and stringency of the search for low-complexity segments are controlled by three numeric parameters, which may be specified by the user on the command line. These are, in obligatory order after the sequence file name and before the options, \(W\) (trigger window length, an integer greater than zero, default 12 residues), \(K_2(1)\) (trigger complexity, default 2.2 bits), and \(K_2(2)\) (extension complexity, default 2.5 bits). The latter complexity values, for 20-letter amino acid sequences, may be greater than or equal to zero up to a maximum of 4.322 bits (the rounded value of \(\log_2 20\)).

The roles of these parameters are described in detail below in the section on the SEG algorithm. It is not necessary to understand the meaning of these parameters to use SEG creatively for many purposes, although knowledge of the algorithm is useful for more flexible parameterization and to help interpret unexpected results from database analyses. The default parameters are a good compromise for most proteins for the purpose of masking low-complexity regions, with the "-x" option, in query sequences for the BLAST programs. Thus, "seg prion -x" has the same meaning as "seg prion 12 2.2 2.5 -x." Other recommended standard parameter sets are as follows (for sequence file "myseq"): (1) for homopolymer analysis, to examine all homopolymeric subsequences of length 7 or greater, for example, use "seg myseq 7 0 0" (the complexity values of zero force maximum possible stringency, which identifies only homopolymers), and (2) for long

\(^{20}\)G. D. Schuler, J. A. Epstein, H. Ohkawa, and J. A. Kans, this volume [10].
nonglobular domains of protein sequences, diagnose at longer window lengths, for example, as discussed below, it is valuable to use two different granularities: “seg myseq 25 3.0 3.3” and “seg myseq 45 3.4 3.75.”

**Granularity**

Figure 2 illustrates the concept of granularity, using both graphical complexity profiles and optimal segments produced by the SEG algorithm from the human prion protein sequence. In this example, the W (trigger window length) parameter was varied (5, 10, 20, or 30 residues). Longer trigger windows define more sustained regions of low complexity (compare 30-residue windows with those of 10 or 5, Fig. 2), but they overlook some

![Complexity profiles and optimized segments](image)

**Fig. 2.** Complexity profiles and optimized segments obtained from the human prion protein sequence (see Fig. 1 legend) at four different window lengths. The horizontal axis of the complexity profiles represents the 253 positions of the amino acid sequence. The vertical axis of each plot is the complexity, with low complexity at the top and high complexity at the bottom of each plot. The complexity measure is $K_1$ defined in the text section on the SEG algorithm, which is in the range 1–0. The solid bars below each plot show the extent of each optimal segment obtained in the corresponding four runs of SEG with the W parameter set to the same values as the window lengths of the profiles.
very short biased subsequences detected by the shorter windows. Thus, varying W changes the granularity, or resolution, of the search for low-complexity segments, but not necessarily the lengths of the optimized segments produced by SEG, which may be identical at different trigger window lengths.

**Exploratory Strategy**

The following is recommended as a routine strategy, to investigate a new protein sequence for possible low-complexity segments and nonglobular domains prior to database searches: (1) visual inspection of a self–self dot-matrix plot (many implementations are available), using a very low threshold, is recommended, so that low-complexity and repetitive regions appear as diagonal blotches and stripes (Fig. 3), providing a graphic, intu-
itive preliminary to more rigorous analysis using SEG; (2) SEG analysis with the default parameters and also the two sets (45 3.4 3.75 and 25 3.0 3.3) that target different length ranges of "nonglobular" regions is advised, as the default tree form output may focus attention on interesting regions and act as a guide to the use of masking in subsequent BLAST searches.

This strategy is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for the human WASP gene product, which is mutationally modified in Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome, a hereditary immunodeficiency.22 The protein is strikingly proline-rich, but the SEG results at different granularities show that a weakly repetitive pattern and possible nonglobular domains extend well beyond the obvious proline-rich segments. After masking of these potential nonglobular regions, a BLASTP output list then readily reveals possible sequence motifs in the high-complexity "globular" regions that weakly resemble parts of nucleolar transcription factor UBF-1. These features, and the potential nonglobular domains themselves, are candidates for further investigation by computer and experimental methods.

Nonglobular Domains

The advantage of using SEG to predict candidates for nonglobular domains of proteins is its generality.2 Other, pattern-based methods may be used to classify specific classes of nonglobular structure, for example, types of coiled coil,23 but the SEG method is sensitive to any regular or irregular weak repetitiveness of sequence, regardless of the actual polypeptide structure likely to be present.

Sequences of physicochemically defined nonglobular regions are partitioned accurately using the "nonglobular" SEG parameters recommended above, for example2 (at W = 45), those of collagens, myosins, other coiled-coil proteins, elastins, mucins, proteoglycan core proteins, and long solvent-exposed α helices such as caldesmon, and (at W = 25) histones H1/H5 and nonhistone proteins. Candidates for new classes of unknown structure have also been predicted.2 In the great majority of cases, these parameters appear to partition elongated domains, although intriguing exceptions are found in some regions of large heat-shock protein sequences that have subtle low-compositional complexity although they are known to possess a folded structure.

Periodic Compositional Complexity

Compositional bias commonly affects residues that are spaced at regular intervals rather than contiguous.24,7 The concept of compositional complex-
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FIG. 4. SEG results using searches of the human Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein (see Fig. 3) with two different granularities of “nonglobular” parameters. The SEG command lines are shown, with the parameters following the sequence file name “wiskott.” (A) Low-complexity segments correspond approximately to the repetitive regions that are clear in Fig. 3. (B) Parameters with $W = 45$ reveal additional weakly biased sequences flanking the more striking proline-rich repeats, and these additional regions are recruited into consolidated low-complexity segments. For BLASTP searches, it is appropriate for this protein to mask these longer, consolidated segments, in order to focus attention on any weak similarities in the high-complexity, probably globular, regions.
ity is readily extended to these periodic cases, as implemented in programs PSEG for proteins and NSEG for nucleic acids.

Periodicity is a formal sequence attribute that is independent of compositional complexity and is defined as repetition of residue types or $k$-grams at a constant interval (period, modulo, or distance). It is useful to distinguish true periodicity, which is tandem repetition, exact or with variations, of a sequence pattern of constant length, from quasi-periodicity in which repetition arises as a secondary consequence of different compositional biases in different phases. Quasi-periodic regions are abundant in DNA sequences, for example, modulo-3 in codon-biased mRNA coding sequences, and also occur in some helical polypeptides, for example, modulo-3 in collagen rods. Nonintegral periods may also arise from helical secondary structures in polynucleotide or polypeptide chains.

To generalize the concept of complexity state vectors to noncontiguous positions in a sequence, periodic compositional complexity is calculated from complexity state vectors whose numbers are counts of residues spaced at any defined interval. For example, a modulo-3 window of length 12 counts only the residues marked “1”, and not the residues marked “0”, in a 36-residue subsequence:

$$(1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1)$$

Sliding this window along a sequence in steps of single residues defines three overlapping phases. The period in PSEG is set by the “-z 3” option (for period 3). PSEG output uses lowercase characters, or “x” characters for masking with the “-x” option, to represent only those individual residues that are defined as low-complexity in a phase-specific manner (Fig. 5). With PSEG and NSEG, tree form output is specified by the “-p” command line option.

Figure 5 illustrates the phase specificity of PSEG results, using a typical collagen sequence. As with the “nonglobular” parameters of SEG, the sequence is partitioned accurately and automatically by PSEG into its globular domains (Fig. 5A, right-hand blocks) and nonglobular rods (Fig. 5A, left-hand blocks). However, PSEG has the important advantage that high-complexity information is retained within the rod sequences (shown by uppercase characters among the lowercase low-complexity phases). Masking with PSEG using the “-x” option (Fig. 5B) enables BLASTP to be used to investigate the subclasses and phylogeny of collagens from their rod sequences alone. The glycine phase of the rod segments and the proline-rich (including hydroxyproline) parts of the other two phases are defined by PSEG as low complexity, so that large output lists of spurious matches to glycine-rich or proline-rich noncollagen proteins are completely eliminated.
Fig. 5. Tree form (A) and masked (B) output from PSEG using the command line options shown. Other parameters are the defaults, namely, $W = 12$ residues, $K_2(1) = 2.2$ bits, $K_2(2) = 2.5$ bits. The sequence is human collagen alpha I type IX, SWISS-PROT accession number P20849, name CA19_HUMAN [Y. Muragaki, T. Kimura, Y. Ninomiya, and B. R. Olsen, *Eur. J. Biochem.* 192, 703 (1990)].
Compositional bias in genomic DNA is much more intricate than in proteins, and it differs markedly in different organisms. DNA sequences are mosaics of different patches such as microsatellites, variable dinucleotide, trinucleotide, and other tandem repeats, dispersed repeats, telomeric sequences, recombinational hot spots, CpG islands, longer domains of different compositional bias, and many quasi-periodicities of different degrees of subtlety in both coding and noncoding sequences. In some cases, statistically distinct domains may overlap one another. This variegation cannot be adequately represented by simple random or Markov statistical models based on k-grams, and local low complexity is only one of the linguistic characteristics. The NSEG program is a useful discovery tool for exploring this difficult territory. The principles of NSEG are exactly as described above for SEG and PSEG, but tuned to the four-letter alphabet. The "-z" option specifies the periodicity. For example, "-z 1" defines a period of 1 and thus restricts the analysis to continuous segments of residues (as described above in the section on using the SEG program). Values of "-z" greater than 1 give behavior as described above for PSEG (see section on periodic compositional complexity).

The NSEG program is also effective for masking residues in biased regions prior to database searches by programs such as BLASTN that compare nucleotide sequences. The "-x" option in NSEG replaces masked nucleotides with "n" characters. The results of masking at several different periods can be integrated, using the utility program NMERGE to combine the "n" characters obtained from different NSEG output files and produce a single FASTA-formatted input file for BLASTN. A corresponding utility, PMERGE, combines different sets of "x" characters from amino acid sequences masked at different periods.

As with protein sequences, if the DNA sequence is not too long, a valuable preliminary step involves visual inspection of a self-self dot-matrix plot. For DNA, this should include matches of the sequence to its complementary strand. This plot may indicate the approximate positions and extent of repeats and compositional bias. For more rigorous identification of biased regions in DNA, which vary greatly in length, periodicity, and complexity, an interactive, exploratory approach using NSEG is recommended. This may be achieved by varying the command line parameters and investigating a range of periods, for example, from 1 to at least 6.

Possible parameters for an initial investigation might be, for period 1

Following a few exploratory runs with different parameters, NSEG may then readily be used with the "-i" option to report, for example, all trinucleotide repeat segments in a whole genome or database at a required level of stringency.

**SEG Algorithm**

SEG is a two-pass algorithm. The first stage identifies approximate raw segments of low complexity. The second stage is local optimization within each raw segment. At the first stage, the search for low-complexity raw segments is determined by \( W, K_2(1), \) and \( K_2(2) \), described in the section on parameters above. \( K_2(2) \) must not be less than \( K_2(1) \) and is usually set slightly greater in order to permit the local optimization at the second stage of SEG to operate within a relatively liberal range.

The compositional complexity, \( K_1 \), of a complexity state vector (as used in the Fig. 2 profiles) is a measure of the information needed per position, given the composition of the window, to specify a particular residue sequence.\(^1\) For an \( N \)-residue alphabet (usually, \( N = 4 \) or 20) and a window of length \( L \):

\[
K_1 = \frac{1}{L} \log_N \Omega
\]

where \( \Omega \) is the multinomial coefficient \( (L!/\Pi_{i=1}^N n_i!) \), which gives the number of sequences per composition characteristic of the complexity state vector. The \( n_i \) are the \( N \) numbers in the complexity state vector. The logarithm is taken to base \( N \) to place \( K_1 \) in the range 0 to 1. To express complexity in frequently used information units, logarithms may be taken to base 2, giving bits, or to base \( e \), giving nats.

Another informational measure of compositional complexity, \( K_2 \), expressed in bits, is used instead of \( K_1 \) for computational efficiency at the first stage of the SEG program:

\[
K_2 = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{n_i}{L} \left( \log_2 \frac{n_i}{L} \right)
\]
FIG. 6. Part of intron 1b of the human ABL gene, analyzed for contiguous-residue low
complexity segments (A) and quasi-periodicities of period 6 (B) using NSEG with the com-
mand lines shown. The subsequence indicated is from GenBank accession number U07562
$K_2$ is an approximation that converges toward $K_1$ at large window lengths.\textsuperscript{1} $K_2$ is an adequate estimate of complexity for the first, noncritical, stage of SEG. $K_2$ is analogous to "entropy" in Shannon's information theory, whereas $K_1$, being based on combinatorial enumerations of states, resembles "entropy" in the sense of Boltzmann.

A sliding window of length $W$ is moved in single-residue steps along the sequence, and complexity $K_2$ is computed at each step. Trigger windows are those of complexity less than or equal to $K_2(1)$ bits. A raw segment may consist of a single trigger window or a contig of overlapping windows. The contig is constructed by merging each trigger window in both directions with any overlapping trigger windows, and also with any overlapping extension windows of length $W$ and complexity less than or equal to $K_2(2)$ bits. Each nonoverlapping contig is a raw segment.

At the second stage of SEG, each raw segment is reduced to a single optimal low-complexity segment, which may be the entire raw segment but is usually a shorter subsequence. The optimal subsequence is that with the most improbable composition, calculated on the assumption of equal (uniform) probabilities for the appearance of the 4 nucleotides or 20 amino acids. The probability of occurrence, $P_0$, of each complexity state is minimized:

$$P_0 = \frac{1}{N^L} \Omega F$$

where $F$ is the combinatorial expression $N! / \prod_{k=0}^{L} r_k!$, which is the number of compositions that have this complexity state vector.\textsuperscript{1,3} Here, $r_k$ is the count of the number of times the number $k$ occurs among the $n_i$ of the complexity state vector. Other symbols are as for formula Eq. (1). $N^L$ is the total number of possible sequences for a window of length $L$ and alphabet size $N$.

The segment of minimal $P_0$ is found by exhaustive search over all subsequences of each raw segment, using precomputed lookup tables of log factorials for efficiency. $P_0$ is particularly suitable for this optimization because it gives closely similar expected values at all window lengths.\textsuperscript{1} The use of uniform prior probabilities of residues, as embodied in this probability function, is critical to ensure that low-complexity segments are defined in a consistent manner throughout a sequence or database.

Availability

The programs SEG, PSEG, NSEG, PMERGE, and NMERGE are available as standard C language source code that compiles on Sun, Solaris, or Silicon Graphics systems and has been compiled on other UNIX work-
stations with trivial modifications. Executables are also provided for Sun and Silicon Graphics systems. All these programs are available by anonymous ftp from ncbi.nlm.nih.gov in subdirectory /pub/seg together with documentation. A default version of SEG for masking purposes is also available as the "-filter seg" option within the BLAST programs.  

Future Developments

It is increasingly important to have robust methods for comparison and classification of compositionally biased segments of sequences. For a growing number, still a minority, of low-complexity protein segments, molecular interactions and functional assignments have been made experimentally. Given the involvement of such segments in biological functions such as morphogenesis and human molecular diseases, we would like to understand their crucial molecular characteristics that may be compositionally determined and generally evolve rapidly. Software to support such research is under development.  

For genomic studies, it is essential to view compositional bias in the context of many types of other features such as recognizable functional sites, transcripts, coding sequences, and homologies. For this purpose, the SEG family of programs is being integrated into software packages, or workbenches, that have graphic multilevel browsing facilities and include zoom functions. For example, graphical complexity profiles and SEG optimal segments can be viewed, at different granularities, in conjunction with sequence matches from BLAST programs in an enhancement of the BLIXEM viewer  that is under test at the time of writing.

---